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'NSW August meeting and AGM report' 1992(9):4

'Draft chronology for a study of indexing and abstracting in Canada' 1979(2):3
'Draft standard agreement: background report' (Herbstreit) 1985(3):36–7

Drummond, Mrs C, new member 1990(4):18

Duke, Ms M, new member 1983(4):49

Dunbar-Nobes, Dr Anne
new member 1992(4):4
registration 1992(10):8

Duncan, Ms M, new member 1992(7):5

Dunn, Vivienne, indexes, Dance Australia [journal] 1988(2):16

early indexes
Anglica Historia (Vergil) [index to] 1983(1):2
A general index to the Spectator, Tatler and Guardian 1983(1):2
Index to periodical literature (Poole) 1983(1):2
Reader's guide to periodical literature 1983(1):2
Register of Corpus Christi Guild 1983(1):3
Subject index to periodicals 1983(1):2

Eccles, Dr L, new member 1987(1):11
'‘Ecdysiast v. Stripper' (Richters) 1988(4):32
Eddy, Alan, new member 1989(2&3):12

Edgar, Stephen
new member 1992(4):4
registration 1992(7):5

editing (indexes) 1978(2&3):11
checking 1987(3):29
editing (text)
levels 1978(1):3
process 1978(1):4
Acknowledgements


'Editorial' (Muntz) 1981(1):1


text

editorial specifications 1985(2):27–8

editors


societies of, formation of national body 1992(7):1


'Editors of Australia unite!' 1992(7):2

education see courses in indexing; professional education

Einhorn, Joanne

AusSI Minute Secretary 1984(1):1

new member 1982(2):12


electronic indexing see software for indexing

electronic publishing 1985(3):46

Electronic publishing abstracts 1984(3):36–7

Elischer, Mrs M, new member 1985(2):21

'Elizabeth Wallis: visit to Melbourne' (McGovern) 1991(2):2

Ellis, Mrs E, new member 1991(3):8

Ellwood, Mark, talks, fingerprint classification 1986(4):47

employment in indexing 1989(2&3):10–11

English, Sheila, new member 1981(4):31

English usage

corpus 1992(8):2–3

ecdysiast 1988(4):32

Enquire within, 71st edition [directory], . 1977(5&6):5–6

Erlich, Ms D, new member 1990(1&2):10

Erwee, Dr MG, new member 1990(4):18

'Establishment of ACT Region Branch' (Triffitt) 1992(10):2

Estbergs, Ms E, new member 1992(10):8

Europe, indexers in 1992(8):2

European languages 1992(8):2

Everett, Bridget

biographical information 1978(1):3

registration 1984(3):34

talk, publisher expectations from indexer 1974(6):1, 1974(7):1


Examining documents, determining their subjects and selecting indexing terms (British Standards Institution), review 1985(3):41–2

'Experiences in indexing' (Alonso) 1973(3):S1–6

Eyespy [magazine], index 1991(8):2–3

F

Familiar quotations (Bartlett) 1979(3):7–10

Farkas, Lynn, new member 1985(1):6

Farrell, Mrs P, new member 1989(2&3):12

FEAC directory (Freelance Editors Association of Canada) 1980(2&3):26

fees see rates of pay

'Fees for contracting indexing' 1983(2):31

'Fees for indexers' 1984(4):46–50
Acknowledgements

Feiglin, Mrs R, new member 1988(3):24
Fialides, Margaret
’A fiction-indexer writes (from NZ)’ (Fowler) 1992(2):3
file as is 1988(4):27–9
’Filing is not as simple as ABC’ (Hagger) 1988(4):27–30
filing order
ASCII sort sequence 1981(4):37–8
cartoons 1992(6):8
hierarchical 1988(4):27–9
during the indexing process 1973(2):56–8
prefixes and contractions 1988(4):28
‘the’ 1988(4):29
see also file as is; letter-by-letter arrangement; word-by-word arrangement
film indexing 1979(1):7–8
Film Library (ABC) 1979(1):7–8
financial reports see AusSI, financial reports; New South Wales Branch, financial reports
finding work 1975(11):2
fingerprint classification 1986(4):47
Fisch, Ms E, new member 1989(2&3):12
Fisher, Jeremy
AusSI Medal winner 1985(3):33
’The Australian encyclopedia’ 1984(3):29–34
biographical details 1984(3):29
courses in indexing, Society of Editors (NSW) 1983(4):62
indexes, Australian encyclopedia 1985(3):33
Letter to the editor [indexing fee increases] 1983(4):61
registration 1984(3):34
’Shock an indexer: notice him’ 1983(3):38–40
Fitzgerald, Marguerite, new member 1974(10):1
Fleisher, Mr A, new member 1990(1&2):10
Flint, John, Guidelines for organising and indexing resources 1982(1):4–5
Flood, Marjorie
new member 1990(1&2):10
talks, as legal editor 1990(3):6
Food Science and Technology Abstracts 1980(2&3):18–19
Footscray City Library, new member 1984(3):35
Forum of Information Associations
meeting 1986(4):47
Fowler, Gerald
’A fiction-indexer writes from NZ’ 1992(2):3
sole NZ member of SI provides warm wishes to AusSI 1977(5&6):8
Franklin, Anne, Guidelines for organising and indexing resources 1982(1):4–5
Fraser, Peter, index reviews, Legal resources book 1977(5&6):9–12
Freelance Editors Association of Canada, FEAC directory 1980(2&3):26
freelance indexers see indexers
freelance indexers list see Indexers Available
'Freelance indexing and tax deductions' (Harvey) 1985(4):56
'From the book reviews' 1974(5):2
Frost, Ms L, new member 1992(9):6

G
galley proofs
  indexing from 1978(2&3):6
  see also manuscripts
Gamble, Jon, new member 1984(4):50
Gandevia, Bryan, praise for indexers 1976(1):12
Garretty, Helen, new member 1985(2):21
Garrow, Clyde
  praised as foundation 1980(4):27
  'Australian Wine Index' 1981(1):2–3
  gratitude for his practical organisational skills 1980(1):1
  'On the importance of being an indexer' 1977(4):3
  on launch of AusSI 1976(1):2
  '2nd annual report' 1977(5&6):3–4
  'Survey of indexes prepared in Australia' 1979(1):2
talks
  Australian Wine database 1980(4):27
  '3rd annual report' 1978(4):7–8
Gatt, Ms S, new member 1989(2&3):12
Gavin, Ms E, new member 1992(3):5
Genealogical computer index (Sutherland-Bruce) 1982(1):4
Genealogical Society of Victoria, visit to 1988(1):1
genealogists, Victorian indexes for 1987(3):34
geographic names see place names
George, Antonia, new member 1981(4):31
George, Jan, new member 1990(3):7
Gerrie, Brenda, talks, setting up a business 1992(10):2
Gilbrett, Ms S, new member 1992(3):5
Gilbert, Mr M, new member 1988(3):24
Giles-Peters, Lea, new member 1985(2):21
Gillespie, Miss G, new member 1989(2&3):13
Gillespie, Joyce see Korn, Joyce
Gipps, Rowena, new member 1992(9):6
Goddard, J
  'The Information Management and Consulting Association and Freelance Information Provision'
    1984(4):42–6
talks, Information Management and Consulting Association, freelance information provision
Godden, Ann
Acknowledgements

‘Extracts from How to Make an index by HB Wheatley’ 1975(14):S1–3
talks, role of the index and the good book 1975(12):1
Goldsworthy, Mrs V, new member 1983(3):34
good indexers
attributes 1978(1):5
characteristics 1975(14):S3
Goodell, Dr John, new member 1992(5):13
Gordon, Ainsworth, letter from SI confirming AusSI affiliation 1977(4):8
Gordon, Cecilia, visit to Australia 1987(1):13–14
Gorman, Pierre
new member 1989(1):5
registration 1990(1&2):10
government gazette indexing 1982(4):40
The governments of Australia 1983(3):43
'Grab-bag indexes' (Hagger) 1986(1):8–9
Grandfield, Mrs S, new member 1989(2&3):13
Grant, Angela
new member 1991(8):3
registration 1992(10):8
Gray, Kathleen M, new member 1988(3):24
Great operatic disasters (Vickers) 1981(1):3
Green, Harold Godfrey
death of 1978(4):8
'How do I obtain indexing work?' 1975(11):2
obituary 1978(2&3):3
resignation as Corresponding member in Australia 1976(1):8
A green and pleasant land (McCorkell) 1985(3):42–3
Greig, Peter E
'Draft chronology for a study of indexing and abstracting in Canada' 1979(2):3
'The Indexing and Abstraction Society of Canada' 1979(2):4
'Indexing chapter for AGPS style manual' 1987(4):38–9
comments on 1988(1):9
Letter to the editor [reply to review of index] 1981(2):17
Griffin, Sylvia C
new member 1987(3):31
New South Wales Branch committee member 1990(3):6
Guide for authors 1985(4):53–4
'Guide to new Australian books (GNAB)' (Arnold) 1990(4):18
Guidelines for organising and indexing resources (Flint and Franklin) 1982(1):4–5

H
Hagger, Jean
'Annual report' 1986(1):2–3
AusSI Medal design 1992(9):3
Acknowledgements

AusSI programme-planning sub-committee 1977(5&6):3
retires 1980(4):27
thanks to 1983(2):16
AusSI workshop, software for indexers 1986(4):43
'Thinking is not as simple as ABC' 1988(4):27–30
'Grab bag indexes' 1986(1):8–9
index reviews, Great operatic disasters (Vickers) 1981(1):3
indexes
  - Historical records of Victoria series, vol. 7 1991(9):5
'Indexes, good and bad - funny and sad' 1983(1):5
'Indexing the local history collection' 1986(3):29–30
initiated AusSI Medal and donates dies for medal 1992(9):3
new member 1973(4):1
registration 1984(3):34
'Report from the president to AGM, 18 February 1985" 1985(1):5–6
'Society of Indexers Conference' 1983(4):52–3
  - talks
    - indexes, good and bad 1983(1):5
    - indexing 1988(1):1
thanks to 1988(1):2
'There's a call from Macedonia' 1979(4):3
workshops, Australian Book Trade Committee Seminar 1986(1):3
Haggerty, Mrs S, new member 1986(2):21
Hall, Allen
  - AusSI Committee on Indexers' Training Needs member 1992(3):3
  - panel member, indexers' training needs 1991(3):5
Hall, Ann
  - talks
    - working as indexer 1989(2&3):10–11
Hammat, Ms M, new member 1985(2):21
Hardwick, Ms J, new member 1983(2):14
Harriman, Diane C, new member 1987(3):31
Harrington, Michael
  - AusSI Highly Commended award 1990(1&2):3
  - indexes, Style manual (AGPS) 1990(1&2):3
  - talks, indexing Hansard 1986(1):i
Harris, Mrs A, new member 1984(4):50
Harris, Mr S, new member 1986(4):44
Hartwell, S, new member 1983(3):34
Harvey, Mr PA, new member 1986(2):21
Harvey, Ross
  - AusSI Medal judge 1992(9):3
Harvey, Sue
Acknowledgements

AusSI workshop, software for indexers 1986(4):43
'Freelance indexing and tax deductions' 1985(4):56
'Indexing as a quality control mechanism for the information industry' 1987(4):41–3
'Indexing the University of Melbourne's Research Report' 1985(3):38
'Microcomputers for personal indexing systems' 1983(3):35–7
new member 1981(2):9

Haughton, Joan, AusSI Treasurer 1976(1):2
Hawcroft, Roger, new member 1990(1&2):10
Hawker, Ian, on Harold Green 1978(2&3):3
Hawker John H
   AusSI committee member 1976(1):2
   new member 1975(12):1
Hay, Mrs E, new member 1983(4):49
Hayes, Lynne, new member 1974(9):1
'Hazards and stars for indexers' (Siebel) 1991(8):1–2
headings, determining 1978(2&3):8–9
Heal, Ms R, new member 1990(1&2):10
Healey, Chadwyck, the world of micro-publishing 1980(4):31
Healey, Meredith, new member 1991(3):8
Healey, Sue
   'Indexing of community information' 1977(4):4–6
   talks, community information services 1977(5&6):3
Hegarty, Ms F, new member 1985(2):21
Heine, Ms N, new member 1991(3):8
Hempel, Madeline, new member 1988(2):17
Henderson, Bernie
   'Supermarkets and classification' 1986(4):41–3
   talks, supermarkets and classification 1986(4):41–3
Henry, Ms C, new member 1991(8):3
Henry, Mary, talks, indexing cemeteries and genealogical records 1979(3):3
Herbstreit, Kerry
   'Computers for indexing - can you justify it?' 1985(2):22–3
   new member 1981(3):23
   'To prepare an estimate for an index' 1991(5):2–4
   registration 1984(3):34
Hicks, HM, new member 1973(3):1
Highly Commended indexes award see AusSI Highly Commended award
Hill, Ms J, new member 1983(4):49
Hill, Mrs R, new member 1983(3):34
Hill, Ross, new member 1992(3):5
Hillman, Heather, new member 1991(10&11):7
Hine, Janet D
   'Chapter of possible errors' 1987(3):27–30
   comments on 1987(4):38–9, 1988(2):15
   Letter to the editor [scrambling our words] 1992(5):12
   new member 1981(4):31
   'New mousetraps for old' 1988(1):8–11
   comments on 1988(2):15
Hingston, Ms S, new member 1985(1):6
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Acknowledgements

Hirst, John

'Indexing The Argus' 1984(2):23
'Indexing The Argus newspaper' 1985(4):49–53

Historical records of Victoria series, index to 1991(9):5–6
A history of Australia, vol. 6 (Clark), index 1988(3):20–1

History of publishing in Australia [seminar], advertisement 1992(6):3

Hoad, Mr JL, new member 1988(3):24
Hoare, Ms MH, new member 1983(4):49

Hoffman, Anne, A select reading list on indexing 1979(2):5–6
Hogan, Ms J, new member 1991(4):2
Hoggan, Mrs J, new member 1992(7):5

Holiday competition, A book without an index is like...? 1991(10&11):3

Holt, Patricia

new member 1989(2&3):13
registration 1990(1&2):10

Honorary Life membership see Life Membership

Hoo, Mrs M, new member 1985(3):41
Hood, William, new member 1988(2):17

Horn, Vida, 'Indexing of cookery books and recipes' 1977(3):8–12
Horrocks, Mrs N, new member 1981(3):23

'How do I obtain indexing work?' (Green) 1975(11):2

'How to cost and quote for an index' (Siebel) 1991(3):8–11

extracts 1975(14):S1–3

Howell, Olga

'Indexing with Word 3.01' 1988(4):30–1
new member 1986(4):44

Hoysted, G, new member 1983(3):34

Hua, S (Florence), new member 1983(3):34

Humour

author-prepared indexes 1980(4):40
indexes lead to idleness! 1977(2):6
library jobs 1980(1):13

understandability of the Financial Times index 1980(4):40
see also cartoons

Husband, Mrs K, new member 1986(3):34

Hutchinson, Fabian

biographical details 1991(10&11):7

'News from the Northern Territory' 1991(10&11):6–7
registration 1992(4):4

Hutchinson, TP, Indexing corrections: statistical papers 1992(7):4

Hyland, Margaret

ACT Region Branch committee member 1992(10):2
new member 1989(1):5

Hyslop, Margot, AusSI Medal judge 1986(1):3

Hyslop, Robert

Australian honours, comments on 1991(5):2
new member 1992(10):8
immigration record indexing 1973(4):S1–4
Imprey, M, new member 1983(4):49
In>Sort [software], review of 1992(10):2–5
'In>Sort indexing program' (McMaster) 1992(10):2–5
'Income tax deductions for freelance indexers' (Iskra) 1991(9):6–8
indented style in subheadings 1978(2&3):8
'Index for Koroit history' 1985(3):42–3
'An index for our newsletters' 1983(3):41–2
Index to births, deaths and marriages pre 1900 1983(3):43–4
Index to book reviews in the sciences (ISI) 1982(4):40
Index to New Zealand Periodicals 1982(4):35–8
'Index to New Zealand periodicals' (Downer) 1982(4):35–8
Index to scientific reviews (ISI) 1982(4):39
Index to the Argus 1860, details of 1982(4):39
Index4 [software] 1991(1):4
demonstrations 1986(4):43
on public domain 1990(1&2):11
indexable material 1978(2&3):6
determining 1978(2&3):6–9

The Indexer [journal]
AusSI listed on the cover as affiliate for first time 1977(5&6):6–7
AusSI members subscribing to 1991(3):2
AusSI to be included on cover as affiliate 1977(4):8
back issues available 1978(4):10
congratulations to SI on silver jubilee 1983(1):2
distribution of issues to AUSSI members 1977(4):8
promoting 1982(4):40
reduced rates for members 1977(5&6):3–4
regular feature in 1986(1):3
reviewed 1987(3):34
indexers
intelligence 1974(9):S1
knowledge requirement 1974(9):S2
praise for 1976(1):12
see also good indexers; rates of pay; registration
Indexers Available
calls for applications 1992(3):1
delayed 1991(3):3
Acknowledgements

first published 1986(1):3
questionnaire for 1989(2&3):12
registered indexers status shown 1986(1):2

'Indexers for data preparation' (Lansdown) 1981(4):42
Indexers: partners in publishing [AusSI Conference] see AusSI conferences, 1995 (Marysville)

'An indexer's worth' (Holmstrom) 1981(2):10–11

determining 1978(2&3):7–8

reviews

Directory of Australian Associations (Slade) 1991(5):5–6
Electronic publishing abstracts 1984(3):36–7
Familiar quotations (Bartlett) 1979(3):7–10

Jane Austen's Letters (Austen) 1983(1):4
The Oxford history of England consolidated index (Raper) 1991(9):2–3
Seven little billabongs: the world of Ethel Turner and Mary Grant Bruce (Niall) 1980(2&3):24
The three years war (De Wet) 1983(1):4
typing 1978(2&3):11

see also early indexes; indexes needed; missing indexes; updating indexes

'Indexers, good and bad - funny and sad' (Dawe, Challis, Hagger, Levick and Wicks) 1983(1):2–6
indexes needed
Australian children's poetry index 1977(3):11
Australian illustrations index 1977(3):11

'Indexes to the secret archives of the Vatican' (Uhl) 1986(2):18–20

indexing

description 1987(2):17–21
factors affecting 1978(2&3):5
practical tips 1975(14):S1–3
preconsiderations 1978(2&3):5
as a profession 1986(2):17–18

see also accuracy in indexing; bias in indexing; consistency in indexing; definitions; indexing problems; in-house indexing; subject analysis

Indexing, the art of - a guide to the indexing of books and periodicals (Knight) 1980(4):38–9

'Indexing a second edition' (Uhl) 1979(2):8–9

'Indexing activities in the State Library of Victoria' (Ramsay) 1974(10):S1–2

'Indexing and a newspaper reference library' (Sandford) 1975(12):S1–3

Indexing and abstracting (ASI/SI) 1982(2):13–14

Indexing and abstracting an international bibliography (Wellisch) 1983(1):9

Indexing and abstracting in theory and practice (Lancaster) 1992(5):10–11

Indexing and Abstracting Society of Canada 1978(2&3):2
annual meeting, 1981 (Toronto) 1982(1):4
establishment 1979(1):12, 1979(2):4
remuneration of indexers 1981(2):17

'The Indexing and Abstracting Society of Canada' (Craig) 1979(2):4

Indexing and computers, 1985 (Melbourne) [workshop] see AusSI workshops

see also early indexes; indexes needed; missing indexes; updating indexes
'Indexing as a profession' (Borchardt) 1985(3):33–5

accreditation 1985(3):34

'Indexing as a quality control mechanism for the information industry' (Harvey) 1987(4):41–3

indexing bias 1990(3):5

Indexing biographies and other stories of human lives (Bell) 1992(10):5–6

indexing by narration style 1986(1):8–9

'Indexing chapter for AGPS style manual' (Levick) 1987(2):17–21


response to comments 1987(4):37–8

Indexing corrections: statistical papers (Hutchinson, TP and Ke, Y) 1992(7):4

'Indexing course' 1985(2):23

indexing courses see courses in indexing

'Indexing for a computerised database' (McMaster) 1988(2):13–14


Indexing from A to Z (Wellisch) 1992(5):7–10

'Indexing in a parliamentary library' (McGovern) 1974(6):S1–3

'Indexing in 'How to write a book' books' (Simkin) 1985(4):53–4

indexing manuals, publication suggestion 1991(1):4


'Indexing of community information' (Healy) 1977(4):4–6

'Indexing of cookery books and recipes' (Horn) 1977(3):8–12


indexing problems

academic indexing 1977(4):6

director-mutilated indexes 1980(2&3):22


indexing second editions 1991(10&11):6

uncorrected proofs, issues raised by 1985(3):39–40

working for friends 1992(1):2–3

indexing projects, grants for 1983(2):21

'Indexing: skill and contacts needed' (Wallis) [journal article] 1979(2):7

indexing software see software for indexing

'Indexing software, information exchange' (Odgers) 1991(1):3

'Indexing The Argus' (Aveling and Hirst) 1984(2):23


'Indexing The Argus newspaper' (Hirst and O'Neill) 1985(4):49–53

'Indexing the local history collection' (Hager) 1985(3):29–30

'Indexing the University of Melbourne's Research Report' (Harvey) 1985(3):38


Indexing: today and tomorrow 1986 (Melbourne) see AusSI workshops

'Indexing training workshop at the University of New South Wales' (Cousins) 1991(3):15

indexing using cards 1987(2):20–1

'Indexing Victorian shipping records' (Bishop) 1973(4):S1–4

'Indexing Victoria's historic criminal records' (Uhl) 1974(5):S1–5

'Indexing with Word 3.01' (Howell) 1988(4):30–1

Information consultants freelancers and brokers directory 1984' 1984(1):9


Information Management and Consulting Association

freelance information provision 1984(4):42–6

meeting 1985(3):46

'The Information Management and Consulting Association and Freelance Information Provision' (Goddard) 1984(4):42–6
Information Management and Consulting Group, Information consultants freelancers and brokers
directory 1984(1):9
Information Pathways, Australian newspaper index 1983(3):41
information society 1991(9):5
in-house indexing 1978(2&3):7
InMagic [software], demonstrations 1986(4):43
International Association for Social Science Information Systems and Technology Conference 1979
(Ottawa) 1978(4):6
'International conference' (McMaster) 1992(5):3–4
International Food Information Service 1980(2&3):18–19
International Organization for Standardization
  ISO 999 (guidelines for indexes), draft 1992(8):2
  ISO 5127-3 (vocabulary: iconic documents), definitions 1979(1):2
Irons, Anne, new member 1991(10&11):7
Isaacs, Mrs M, new member 1987(2):22
Iskra, Vesna
  'Income tax deductions for freelance indexers' 1991(9):6–8
'It's no longer on the cards: computer assisted indexing utilising a personal micro-computer'
  (Lansdown) 1981(4):33–40

J
Jackson, Graeme, demonstrates retrieval from Food Science and Technology Abstracts 1980(2&3):19
Jackson, Margaret
Jane Austen's Letters (Austen) 1983(1):4
Japan, indexing society in, formation of 1978(2&3):2
Jenks, Edna J, new member 1974(10):1
Jennings, Ms B, new member 1992(7):5
Jennings, Mrs D, new member 1989(2&3):13
Johnson, Ms B, new member 1988(1):11
Johnson, Edward
  biographical details 1983(4):46
Johnson, Ms J, new member 1991(8):3
Johnson, Lyn, new member 1986(1):10
Johnson, Mr M, new member 1983(4):49
Johnson, Ms P, new member 1981(3):23
Johnstone, Ms H, new member 1983(4):49
Johnstone, Pamela
  new member 1983(3):35
  registration 1984(3):34
Joint Standing Committee for the Book Trade 1984(2):20–2
'Joint Standing Committee for the Book Trade - notes on a talk presented to the Annual General
  Meeting by Pam Trier' 1984(2):20–2
Jones, Mr A, new member 1992(7):5
Jones, Barry, Australian Council of Library and Information Services address report 1991(9):5
Jones, Clodagh
  new member 1986(3):34
  'Tale of woe with a happy ending' (Jones) 1992(1):2–3
Jones, Ms D, new member 1984(4):50
Jones, Mrs M, new member 1986(3):34
journal article reviews
   'Indexing: skill and contacts needed' (Wallis) 1979(2):7
   'Quiet, darling, Mummy's working' (Bell) 1979(2):7
journal indexing see periodical indexing
Joyce, D Joan
   new member 1983(2):14
   registration 1984(3):34
'Junior indexers' (Strickland) 1991(8):2–3

K
Karpin, Mrs M, new member 1988(4):36
Ke, Y, Indexing corrections: statistical papers 1992(7):4
Kean, Mr R, new member 1987(3):31
Kearney, Carolyn
   Letter to the editor [news from Alice Springs] 1992(7):4
   new member 1987(4):44
   New South Wales Branch committee member 1989(2&3):11
   New South Wales Branch Minute Secretary 1990(3):6
   'Report on NSW Branch meeting' 1990(3):6–7
Keenan, Mrs R, new member 1991(3):8
Keily, Ms M, new member 1989(2&3):13
Kellock, Tony, designed AusSI Medal 1986(1):3
Kelly, Ms J, new member 1988(2):17
Kennedy, Mary
   AusSI committee member 1982(1):ii
   new member 1981(4):31
   see also Long, Mary
Kent, Hilary A
   ACT Region Branch committee member 1992(10):2
   indexes, Australian dictionary of biography vols. 1-12 1981(9):5–6
   new member 1987(2):22
Kenyon, Ms JA, new member 1983(2):14
Kesteven, Ms J, new member 1988(1):11
Ketley, Mrs A, new member 1991(8):3
keyword indexing, keyword out of context 1981(3):21–3
Kimstra, Klaas, registration 1984(3):34
Kingsmill, Donald, new member 1982(3):21
Kinniburgh, Helen
   steps down 1992(3):2
   'Thoughts of a new editor' 1991(1):1–2
Kirby, Gordon, new member 1983(3):35
Knight, Gilfred Norman
   death of 1978(4):8
   Indexing, the art of - a guide to the indexing of books and periodicals 1980(4):38–9
   memorial fund for 1978(4):6
   obituary 1978(4):5–6
   at Society of Indexers conference 1978(4):3
Knight, Mr I, new member 1992(2):3
Acknowledgements

Knight, Mrs M, new member 1987(2):22
Knighton, CS, index to The shorter Pepys 1986(1):8–9
Knuppe, Nicholai, new member 1991(8):3

Korn, Joyce
AusSI conference, 1995 (Marysville), Steering Committee 1992(6):1
thanks to 1983(2):16
'Membership subscriptions' 1989(1):5
Victorian Branch Treasurer 1991(2):2
Krawczyk, Chess, Australian Wine Index 1981(1):2

L
languages see European languages
Lannan, Conrad, new member 1986(3):34
Lansdown, Stephen A
'Indexers for data preparation' 1981(4):42
'It's no longer on the cards: computer assisted indexing utilising a personal micro-computer' 1981(4):33–40
Letter to the editor [reply to Sue Harvey on indexing software] 1983(4):63–5
software for indexing 1983(4):62–4
Latin American Librarianship and Documentation Congress, First, Brazil, 1980 1980(1):14
Laughton, Christopher
new member 1992(1):2
registration 1992(4):4
Lawrence, Judith, new member 1991(10&11):7
Lawrence, Mrs R, new member 1991(2):2
lawyers, use of indexes 1990(3):3
Leadbetter, Dorothy, new member 1986(4):44
Leader, Lyn, new member 1983(2):14
'Least accurate index' (Pile) 1992(1):2
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